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Marinepool Winter Collection 2015/2016

Paula
Parka W

XS–XXL

58% cotton, 42% nylon, lining 100% PES,
padding: 100% PES
Padded parka with hood, decorative buckle
with binding tape quilted with diamond pattern design, fancy details like multicoloured
tapes and logo buttons for decoration. Quilted sleeves and warm padded lining, artwork
print inside, one lining pocket. Multicoloured
ribbed cuffs and collar. adjustable waistline
inside, decorative topstitching, 2 way zipper.
Marinepool felt badge with zig zag topstitching, lining in contrast colour silver
navy 

No. 1002426

Luisa
Down Jacket W

XS–XXL

90% duck down, 10% feathers, 100% nylon
shell fabric
Midi lenght, multicoloured details like fancy
tapes as binding for hem and sleeve cuffs,
detachable hood fully down padded with
multicoloured binding at front edge, one pocket inside with headset eyelet, fashionable
waist pockets with rib entry, elaborate quilting
at front and back, Marinepool logo badge
out of felt.
navy | white | purple

No. 1002423

Savannah
Down Gilet W

XS–XXL

90% duck down, 10% feathers, 100% nylon
shell fabric
Warm and cosy winter down vest for women, light padding easily worn under the
jacket for extra warm isolation, waisted shape, short lenght with small beautifully shaped
peplum at bottom hem. Multicoloured details
like fancy tapes and elastic tapes on armhole, one pocket inside with headset eyelet.
Front and back in the new quilting, the trend
of the season. Marinepool logo badge out of
felt, fashionable waist pockets with rib entry
purple | white 

No. 1002422

www.marinepool.com
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Marinepool Winter Collection 2015/2016

Milana
Blouson W

XS–XXL

58% cotton, 42% nylon, lining 100% PES,
padding: 100% PES
Lightly padded blouson in the top fashion
trend of double layer optic, fashionable waisted shape, short lenght. Double breasted,
big turn down collar, 2 waist pockets. Big
Marinepool logo buttons, fancy topstitching
in contrast colour, lining inside with navy
fashionable mesh insert and multicoloured
printed fabric, trendy sleeve cuff design and
maritime zig zag stitching. A cosy jacket
perfectly suited for mid season.
navy 

No. 1002421

Serena
Jacket with Hood W

XS–XXL

100% nylon. lining 100% nylon, padding:
100 % PES
Lightly padded hooded jacket, perfectly fit for
the mid season and for leisure time at medium cold temperatures. Elaborate quilting mix
at front and back in the new quilting trend
of the season, Marinepool logo badge on
sleeve out of felt. Adjustable hood with cord
stopper also for hem for better insulation.
white | navy 

No. 1002442

Jenny
Softshell Jacket W

XS–XXL

100% polyester
Feminine and modern shaped softshell coat.
Nice sleeve details and extra wide collar add
a sophisticated look to this sportive style,
windproof, breathable and water repellent.
black | white

No. 1002427

www.marinepool.com
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Ora
Fleece Jacket W

XS–XXL

100% polyester
Highly insulating knitted fleece jacket, inside
brushed surface
grey-melange | navy 

No. 5002476

Falkland II
Fleece Jacket W

XS–XXL

100% polyester
 ighly insulating fleece jacket in 4-way
H
stretch, warming and breathable with two
front zip pockets.
white | navy 

No. 5002321

Ramira II
Fleece Jacket W

XS–XXL

100% polyester
Double bonded fleece jacket with hood and
warm linking, decorative contrast seams, two
waist pockets
blue melange | white

No. 5002479

www.marinepool.com
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Yoko
Cardigan W

XS–XXL

100% cotton, sleeves 100% PES
Top trendy mix out of knitwear and quilting,
an in between look of cardigan and indoor
knit jacket. Body out of 100 % cotton
knitting, sleeves in pes padded quilting in
diamond shape. 2 pockets out of quilting
fabric, sleeve with felt badge with Marinepool
logo. 3 marinepool logo buttons for half closure, slight A shaped. Soft and cosy, perfect
for trendsetters.
red | navy

No. 1002418

Marisol
Longsleeve Shirt W

XS–XXL

100% Cotton
Longsleeve shirt with small gathering at hem
for a feminine and stylish look. Submarine
neckline, asymmetric stripe design, 2 colourways, chain stitching at shoulder, 2 artwork
badges at chest with winter styled ice sailing
artwork. Regular fitted shape, perfectly wearable for many occasions, ideal for combination with Yoko cardigan to complete your ice
sailing winter look by Marinepool.
navy/red | navy/white

No. 1002414

Gwen Jeans
Trousers W

XS–XXL

98% cotton, 2% elastane
Skinny jeans with contrast stitching, half
opened front button placket, 6 pocket style,
modern low waisted shape with washout
effect, stretchable fit with small leg opening,
inside waistband with Marinepool embroidery
navy 

No. 1001424

www.marinepool.com
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Gemma
Longsleeve Shirt W

XS–XXL

94% cotton, 6% elasthan
Longsleeve shirt with ornamental seams at
front, deep neckline with fake button placket,
chain stitching at shoulder, elaborate ice star
artwork with small rainbow beading partly
sewn onto the print, Marinepool logo badges
at sleeve, regular fitted shape. Perfectly wearable for many occasions, ideal for combination with Yoko cardigan to complete your ice
sailing winter look by Marinepool.
white | navy 

No. 1002413

Inca
Blouse W

XS–XXL

97% cotton, 3% elastane
Heavy garment washed blouse, print at
back, upper shoulder fabric mixture between
oxford fabric and silvergrey jersey, sleeve
badge, round collar point, complex sleeve
shaping with half-moon insert and double
top stitching seams, elaborate accessories
details at back yoke
white 

No. 1001992

Escale
Cargo Trousers W

XS–XXL

98% cotton, 2% elastane
Two cargo pockets, top stitched pocket
flaps, fixed waistbands, side insert, leg
opening with slit and press buttons, inside
waistband with Marinepool ice sailing print,
lime trimming, zip, concave dull rivets and
press buttons, slim fit trousers
navy

No. 1001993

www.marinepool.com
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List
Down Jacket M

S–XXXL

90% duck down, 10% feathers, 100% nylon
shell fabric
Midi lenght, multicoloured details as fancy
tapes as binding for hem and sleeve cuffs,
detachable hood fully down padded with
multicoloured binding at front edge, one
pocket inside with headset eyelet, elaborate
quilting at front and back. one chest zipper
pocket, Marinepool logo badge out of felt.
navy | silvergrey 

No. 1002424

Don
Parka M

S–XXXL

58% cotton, 42% nylon, lining 100% PES,
padding 100% PES
Padded parka with hood, decorative buckle
and binding tape quilted with diamond
pattern design, fancy details such as multicoloured tapes and logo buttons for decoration. Quilted sleeves and warm padded lining
in silver clourway, artwork print inside, one
lining pocket. Multicoloured ribbed cuffs and
collar. Adjustable waistline inside, decorative topstitching, 2 way zipper. Marinepool
felt badge with zig zag topstitching, lining in
contrast colour silver
navy 

No. 1002425

Maxwell
Jacket with Hood M

S–XXXL

100% nylon, lining 100% nylon, padding
100 % PES
Lightly padded jacket with hood, perfectly
suitable for the mid season and for leisure
time at chilly temperatures. Elaborate quilting
mix at front and back in the new quilting
trend of the season. Marinepool logo badge
out of felt on sleeve, 2 pockets at sleeve
and at waist and one pocket inside as lining
pocket. A masculine blouson perfectly wearable for many occasions. Adjustable hood
with cord stopper also for hem for better
insulation.
navy | purple

No. 1002443

www.marinepool.com
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Matteo
Blouson M

S–XXXL

58% cotton, 42% nylon, lining 100% PES,
padding 100% PES
Lightly padded blouson, fashionable figure
skimmed shape, 2 waist pockets, trendy
inclined quilting inserts at front and back with
topstitching. Lining inside with navy fashionable mesh insert and multicoloured printed
fabric, ribbed hem with maritime, sportive
stripe design. A masculine blouson perfectly
suitable for mid season.
navy 

No. 1002420

Finley Blazer
Padded Blazer M

S–XXL

58% cotton, 42% nylon, padding:
100% polyester, lining: 100% nylon
Thinsulate® Platinum 3M® 780 filling, icesailing print inside, mesh insert at inner back
for better air circulation, reflex piping at back
of c
 ollar, ribbed sleeve cuff with airscoop,
sleeve badge, back yoke part of shoulder
with diamond top stitching, Marinepool reflex
print, Marinepool logo buttons, inside pocket
with lime-coloured trimming and piping
navy 

No. 1001995

Peyton
3-in-1 Jacket M

S–XXXL

100% nylon, 100% PU coating
inner jkt: 61% nylon, 39% polyester, padding:
100% polyester, lining: 100% polyester
Padded inner jacket with Thinsulate® Platinum J 150, inner & outer jacket with sleeve
badge, outer jacket: elaborate seam stitching
in zig-zag pattern, two chest pockets with
zig-zag stitching, adjustable waist and cuff,
two waist pockets, sleeve pocket, roll-in
hood in collar, front flap with print and button
closure, diamond stitching at backside and
elbow inner jacket: two waist pockets zip,
zip-in
black 

No. 1001996

www.marinepool.com
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Marinepool ”Ice Experience“ 2015/2016

Tarax II
Fleece Jacket M

S–XXXL

100% polyester
Double bonded fleece jacket with hood and
warm linking, decorative seams, two waist
pockets, contrast seams.
blue-melange | grey-melange No. 5002478

Falkland II
Fleece Jacket Men

S–XXXL

100% polyester
 ighly insulating fleece jacket in 4-way
H
stretch, warming and breathable with two
front zip pockets.
navy 

No. 5002322

Fleece Beanie
Fleece

one size

100% polyester
black | light-grey 

No. 5000339

Fleece Scarf
Fleece

one size

100% polyester
light grey | navy (w/o pic) 

No. 5000340

Orion II M

www.marinepool.com

Marinepool Winter Collection 2015/2016

Orion II
Fleece Jacket M

S–XXXL

100% polyester
Highly insulating knitted fleece jacket, inside
brushed
grey-melange | navy

No. 5002475

Oris
Fleece Jacket Kids 128/134,140/146,152/158
100% polyester
Highly insulating knitted fleece jacket, inside
brushed
grey-melange | navy

No. 5002477

Deston Jeans
Trousers M

XS–XXL

75% cotton, 25% polyester
Maritime styled jeans in used optic, distinctively coloured jeans seams, Marinepool logo
buttons and rivets, 5 pocket style, front fly
closure with buttons, coin pocket with rib
tape and zig zag topstitching, back pocket
with artwork print and striped tape, waist
band with Marinepool embroidery
navy

No. 1001423

www.marinepool.com
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Samjel
Longsleeve Shirt M

S–XXXL

100 % cotton peach finished quality
brushed, rib collar 100% PES

Assana
Beanie waterproof

S/M/L

100% acryl, inside 100% polyester fleece
orange | black 

No. 1001743

Elaborate men‘s shirt in trendy collage design
with a ribbed collar in stylish berry colour
stripes. Front with polo button placket with
logo buttons, puff print with ice sailor artwork
and partly emboidered, cosy and warm winter quality inside and outside brushed with
a nice handfeel in peach finish, regular fitted
shape, Marinepool logo badge at sleeve.
silvergrey-melange

Bonfire
Wool Beanie

one size

100% wool
navy | dk. grey 

No. 1000815

No. 1002416

Antares
Shirt M

S–XXXL

100% cotton
Well fitting, casual, sportive shirt, garment
wash, cotton oxford with navy melange
jersey inserts at button placket, back of
collar, sleeve cuffs, patch with zig-zag stitch
and eyelet, inside ice-sailing triangle print,
lime-coloured trimming, chest pocket with
flap, badge on sleeve, complex sleeve
shaping with half-moon insert and double
top stitching seam
navy 

No. 1001990

Kieran
Shirt M

Tyron
Cargo Trousers M

S–XXXL

100% cotton
S–XXXL

Waisted, 7 pockets, diamond top stitched
pocket flaps, fixed waistband, side insert,
inside waistband with Marinepool ice sailing
print, lime-coloured trimming, button front fly
opening, casual fit, flap with press buttons
inside

Heavy garment wash, cotton oxford with
navy melange jersey inserts at button
placket, collar made out of jersey, back of
collar patch with zig-zag stitch, lime-coloured
trimming, chest pocket covers print, badge
on sleeve, complex sleeve shaping with halfmoon insert and double top stitching seam,
elbow patches with diamond stitch, fancy
tape at button placket

navy 

white 

100% cotton

No. 1000994

No. 1001991

www.marinepool.com
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Marinepool Winter Collection 2015/2016

Ono
Troyer M

S–XXXL

100% cotton
Top trendy troyer with felt details and colourful fancy tape at button placket. Sleeve with
felt badge with Marinepool logo, Marinepool
logo buttons, comfortable fitted shape. A
masculine troyer perfectly wearable for many
occasions, especially nice with Antares
men‘s shirt or Kieran shirt. More elegant in
the navy colourway with lighter stripe design
in asymmetric shape. For the trendsetter with
contrast stripe in white.
silvergrey | navy

No. 1002419

Maris
Longsleeve Polo M

S–XXXL

100 % cotton piquee
With trendy contrast colours to brighten up
the winter time, front with polo button placket
with logo buttons, inside button placket with
chambre facing. Chambre flag details at front
placket, multicoloured striped polo collar and
ribbed sleeve cuffs, regular fitted shape. 2
artwork badges at chest in winter styled ice
sailing artwork, Marinepool logo badge at
sleeve
navy 

No. 1002417

Murray
T-Shirt M

S–XXXL

100% cotton peach finished quality brushed
Elaborate Men‘s T-shirt. Front with ice sailing
puff print and partly embroided. Cosy and
warm winter quality inside and outside
brushed with a nice handfeel in peach finish
style, regular fitted shape
white | navy

No. 1002415

www.marinepool.com
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